CRUISESHIPS
PORT INFORMATION FOR CRUISE SHIP MASTERS

Marine Services Manager

Captain Charles Smith

Direct Dial

+64 4 495 3872

Mobile

+64 29 200 3447

Email

marine.manager@centreport.co.nz

Cruise Manager

Victoria Hodson

Direct Dial

+64 4 495 3863

Mobile

+64 22 000 7629

Email

victoria.hodson@centreport.co.nz

Signal Station

Wellington Harbour Radio (Beacon Hill Signal Station)

Phone

+64 4 388 5470

Facsimile

+64 4 388 4319

Email

beacon.hill@gw.govt.nz

Harbour Listening

VHF Ch.16, Ch.14

Pilots/Tugs Working

VHF Ch.13

Vessels Coming Down East Coast

VHF Ch.04 Cape Palliser repeater for vessels coming down east coast.

Reception Range for Vessels on East Coast

Vessels coming down the east coast may contact Wellington Harbour Radio via a repeater
station on VHF Ch.04at Cape Palliser when they are south of Castlepoint Lighthouse.

Vessels Coming From West Coast

Vessels coming down the west coast may contact Wellington Harbour Radio via a repeater
station on VHF Ch.62. Western side of Cook Strait, Porirua, Mana and Kapiti Areas.

ETA Messages
The ETA Notifications

To Wellington Harbour Radio or Agent 24 hours and a confirmation call 4 hours
before arrival at Pilot Station.

Other Information
Marine and Security Links

www.centreport.co.nz

Beacon Hill Signal Station

www.gw.govt.nz/Beacon-Hill-Signal-Station

Weather

www.metservice.co.nz

Tides

www.linz.govt.nz/hydro/tidal-info/tide-tables
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All emergencies, including oil spills

Wellington Harbour Radio (Beacon Hill Signal Station) is a 24-hour station and will respond
to all calls for emergencies on VHF Ch.14 and arrange appropriate service.
Port Security will also respond on VHF Ch.10.
See also Appendix 1 for oil spill clean-up responsibilities.

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION

Port charges

CentrePort provides all marine and berth services and charges an all-inclusive fee for a port
call (the ‘Marine Service Charge’) encompassing port dues (conservancy), pilotage, towage,
lines handlers, a basic security fee, and 24 hours’ berthage.
Other services such as water supply, gangways, security services, etc. are additional.
Public holidays incur additional labour charges.

Pilot boarding positions
and Pilot tracks

See chart NZ 4633. There are four pilot boarding stations, the primary of which is Alpha on
the line of leads approx. 3nm from entrance.
Actual boarding position will be advised after contact with Wellington Harbour Radio.
See Appendices for track chart and waypoint information (also on chart). These tracks should
be on a vessel’s ECDIS as they form the Pilot’s passage plan.
Channel limiting draft (based on 1.5m UKC) is 9.8m plus height of tide.
There are no limits to speed (other than squat considerations).
There is a regular ferry trade with the South Island – inward ferries are required to join the
line of the leads not less than 2nm from the entrance. Subject to weather and deep draft
considerations, vessels may pass in the entrance channel.
Wellington Pilot vessel carries a Class A AIS – identifier is ‘Wellington Pilot’.
Distance to berth is 10nm. Allow 1.5 hours from Pilot boarding to gangway down.
Least depth in channel is 11.3m at Chart Datum.
Pilotage plan, port information and waypoints for ECDIS are available on CentrePort’s website
– www.centreport.co.nz (link – Marine) and in below Appendices.
There are no air draft restrictions.
There are no limits to length or beam.
In very strong southerly weather with a heavy swell or sea, the Pilot may arrange to board at
Station Delta. If this is the case, the vessel will be requested to join the line of leads south of
the normal point (up to five miles from the entrance) and proceed in keeping strictly to the line
of leads. An abort point should be carefully considered to allow the vessel to turn away if the
vessel is not handling the conditions.

Channel currents and sets

0.3 to 0.8 knots at entrance, generally in line with orientation of channel, but a set across the
leads may be experienced just south of the entrance.

Navigation aids

Excellent. Lead lights may be switched on by request to Harbour Radio during daylight
hours.

Prevailing weather

Winds 65% from north and 25% from the south. Average wind about 20 knots.

Berth information

Berth name: Aotea Quay

Length

Unlimited. There are no air draft restrictions.

Draft

Depth 10.8 at CD.
Tide variation (add to CD): LW + 0.4. HW + 1.5.
UKC: allow 0.6m, but this may be varied in consultation with Marine Manager.
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Berth face

Rubber arch fenders 2.3m long with smooth plastic facing placed about 5m apart. Fenders
protrude about 75cm from wharf edge south of 1180m only.

Height of wharf deck

4.5m at CD
4.0m at LW
3.0m at HW

Berth surface

Bitumen. Depth of apron from wharf edge to Wharf Shed is 14m.

14m

Distance to town

Approximately 3km. Distance to airport is 7km.

Bollards

Bollards are spaced about 10m apart. Six 100T flush inshore bollards are placed 14m
from the wharf edge and spaced to suit most ship lengths.

Berthing side to

Flexible as berthing is normally planned to berth head to wind. Berthing other
than head to wind will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
There are no pier obstructions.

Largest ships berthed

Currently the largest cruise ship berthed is Ovation of the Seas at 168,666 GT and 348m
long.

Anchorages and tendering

Good anchoring within the port is available in about 20m of water using about 7
shackles of cable. Wind chop makes tendering difficult, however, and there are
no tender jetties or boats available.
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Tugs

Two available: Two ASD tugs with 68T bollard pull.
Tug charges are included in the call charge and are ordered as part of call for arrivals.
Number of tugs for departures will be decided during call after consultation with ship’s
Master. There are no overtime charges.

Ship positioning

There is a preference to berth head to wind.

Inshore bollards

There are several inshore bollards rated to 100T. They are positioned 14m inshore from
wharf edge and spread to fit the position of most ships. Where position allows, these
bollards should be used, as they quieten down any wind-induced ship movement at the
gangway.

Mooring boats

Mooring boats are not used.

Berth edge car stops

Most of the cruise berth has removable pipe car stops to provide lower level gangway access,
but permanent car stops 30cm high are also fitted to part of the berth.

High level gangway

High level gangway for ships with shell doors 6m or more above wharf deck.
Cost of high level gangway, including crane, is $3,400(+GST) per visit. Cost is
$6,800 on statutory holidays.

Other gangways
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Two 10m long gangways and three 12m long gangways are available. Copies of Test Certificates
are kept in the Terminal Office or with the Marine Manager. Gangways are compatible for
wheelchair use.

CRUISESHIPS
Gangways
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Various 9m–12m long gangways are available. As well as platforms to suit vessels with shell
doors or gates at a higher level. Width is 1.2m, with one at 0.85m. A crane or forklift is
ordered in to lift the gangways on and off, and has to be pre-ordered.

CRUISESHIPS
High-level gangway

High-level gangway is suitable for ships with shell doors 6m or more above wharf deck.
Cost of high-level gangway (including crane) is $3,400 per visit, and $6,800 on statutory
holidays.

Gangway certificates
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Copies of Test Certificates are kept in the Terminal Office.
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Fresh water

Two metered hoses can be provided. Pumping rate is 25T/hr.
Cost of water is $2.94/tonne with a connection fee of $112.89 (per hose). Water is of very good
quality and a copy of the latest Quality Certificate can be obtained from Terminal Staff.
Water hose connections are of the following size: 51 and 58mm Camlock.

Painting and ship maintenance
including use of PA systems

Vessels may undertake maintenance and painting during their port stay. They may also
lower lifeboats. Please refer to Agent for local regulations.
PA systems may be used in port.

Hot work

The Wellington Harbourmaster needs to approve all hot work. Please refer to the Agent for
local regulations.

Garbage

An approved contractor will uplift garbage. This has to be pre-ordered through the Port
Agent.

Other waste

Limited facilities are available by truck for the collection of grey water, sludge, black water
and garbage. Please refer to the Agent for availability and regulations. There are currently
no recycling facilities.

Port working hours

24 hours

Bunkering

Only diesel and lube oils are available. Bunkering at the Cruise berth is possible with some
pre-planning and knowledge of bunkering point. Rate is about 100Tper hour. When
bunkered, the vessel will normally be berthed starboard side to, so that there is no conflict
between bunkering operations and passenger access/egress.

Time zone

GMT +12 but GMT+13 Summer Time will apply from the last Sunday in September to
the first Sunday in April.

Stevedoring

Stevedoring for loading of stores is available. The Port Agent will arrange this.

Embassies

Great Britain: British High Commission
44 Hill Street, Thorndon, Wellington
Ph +64 4 924 2888
Hours: 0845 – 1700 Mon to Friday
United States: Embassy of USA
29 Fitzherbert Terrace, Thorndon,
Wellington Ph.+64 4 462 6000
Hours 0900 – 1700 Mon to Friday
Wellington has many other embassies and consular representatives.
A list of embassies and consulates may be viewed at: www.mfat.govt.nz
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Security

The Port is ISPS approved and well monitored by multiple cameras from a
Security Centre.
The cruise berth is contained within the port’s secure zone and is separated for the
purposes of the call by containers and fences. Security guards are provided at the
entrance of the Port, cruise waiting area and on the cruise berth. Photo ID and cruise
cards/crew ID cards are required to enter the area.
CentrePort’s Cruise Leader will exchange emails prior to arrival with the vessel’s SSO in
respect to security matters and signing of DOS if required.
Biosecurity will check passengers coming ashore for prohibited items and may search bags
with a portable X-ray machine.
When vessels stay overnight, a vessel will be required to close up for a period and shore
security may be stood down.
Port Security operates on VHF Ch.10.
Cost of security staff is $50/person per hour. 0700 to 1900
Cost of security staff is $75/person per hour. 1900 to 0700
Security staff are trained and undertake a briefing before each visit. They may search
vehicles but do not undertake personal pat-down type searches.
Security staff do not carry any form of weapon.
All visitors to the ship and terminal have to be pre-notified and carry photo ID.
See also www.centreport.co.nz – and go to Security link.

Queens Wharf

Queens Wharf is suitable for small cruise ships only, up to about 100m in length with low
passenger numbers.
This berth is outside the port secure area but is ISPS approved at Level 1.
There are wharf loading and vehicle marshalling room restrictions.
Security, including fencing, can be arranged on request.
Minimum depth at LW is 8.8m.
Height of wharf deck at LW is 2.8m.
Wharf face is solid wood and bollards are about 10m apart.
Water is available.

Local regulations

Bilge discharge – not permitted.
Smoke – excessive smoke not permitted.
Hull inspections can be carried out – please refer to Agent.
Loudspeaker system – no restriction.
Ship’s whistle – navigational use only.
Painting over side and washing down – refer to Agent for local regulations.
Lifeboats & punts in water – refer to Agent for local regulations.
Rat guards – not required.
Hot work – permit required and issued by Harbourmaster (Agent will arrange).
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Documents for clearance

Three copies of the following documents (one each for Customs, MPI and Agent)
• Crew manifest – (current)
• Arrival Crew List (not disembarking), but for first port arrivals there is a specific format
and procedure for lodging crew and passenger lists before arrival – contact Agent
• Arrival Crew List (disembarking)
• Arrival Pax list (not disembarking)
• Arrival Pax list (disembarking)
• Inward Report (first port of call only)
• Outward Report (last port of call only)
• Narcotics/Firearms declaration (first port of call only)
• Depart Crew List (for last ports there is a specific format and procedure for lodging crew
and passenger lists – contact Agent)
• Depart Pax List
• Depart Crew List (joining crew)
• Depart Pax List (joining pax)
• Ballast Water Declaration (before arrival – first port of call only)
• Advance Notice of Arrival (before arrival – first port of call only)
• Master’s Declaration – MPI (before arrival – first port of call only)
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APPENDIX 1: OIL SPILL CLEAN UP AND CONTACTS

Oil spill occurrence

Organisation responsible

Contact details

Initial contact

At sea

Maritime NZ

Ph +64 4 914 8380

Rescue Coordination Centre
(RCCNZ)

Fax +64 4 577 8041
Web: http://www.maritimenz.
govt.nz/report-online/

Maritime NZ

E: rccnz@maritimenz.govt.nz

VHF Ch.16

VHF Ch.16
Within port limits

Reach foreshore or beaches

Greater Wellington Regional
Council (Harbourmaster)
Maritime NZ

Ph +64 4 388 1911

Wellington Harbour Radio

Fax +64 4 388 4319
VHF Ch.14

VHF Ch.14

Ph +64 4 577 8030

Rescue Co-Ord Centre (RCCNZ)

Fax +64 4 577 8041

Maritime NZ

VHF Ch.16

Wellington

Ph +64 4 388 1911

Wellington Harbour Radio

Clean-up contractors are arranged through the following contacts
Greater Wellington
Regional Council
(Contact: Harbourmaster)

Fax +64 4 388 4319
VHF Ch.14 (Wellington
Harbour Radio)

VHF Ch.14

The Harbourmaster is a trained Regional On-Scene Commander. He maintains a quantity of Tier 2 level response equipment, absorbents and
dispersants within the port environs.
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TYPICAL BERTH PLAN FOR AOTEA CRUISE TERMINAL
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TYPICAL BERTH PLAN FOR QUEENS WHARF
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APPENDIX 2: WELLINGTON PILOTAGE : WAYPOINTS (BASED ON WGS 84 DATUM)

NOTE: The following waypoints may be used for setting tracks on the GPS equipment or ECDIS; CentrePort takes no responsibility
for the accuracy of this data.
PILOT STATIONS

“A”
“B”
“C”
“D”

41° 23.89’ S 174° 49.47’ E
41° 23.93’ S 174° 50.12’ E
41° 23.57’ S 174° 48.24’ E
41° 19.56’ S 174° 51.16’ E

steer 016.5

steer 005

Pilot Station “Alpha”
Pilot Station “Bravo”
Pilot Station “Charlie”
Pilot Station “Delta”

steer 016.5
steer 005
steer 315
steer 264/290

Pilot Station “Alpha”
Pilot Station “Delta”
Transit Halswell/Jerningham
Abeam Halswell

steer 016.5
steer 005
steer 060
steer 264
steer 187
various

Pilot Station “Alpha”
Pilot Station “Delta”
Transit Halswell/Jerningham
Abeam Halswell
Course for Evans Bay
Approach Position Burnham Wharf
Burnham Wharf

steer 126
steer 168
steer 182
steer 197
steer 205

Position North of Halswell
To Pass East of Falcon Shoal
Position Abeam Falcon Shoal Light
Position off Steeple Light
Position Abeam Barrett Buoy

steer 126
steer 170
steer 197
steer 205

Position North of Halswell
Course to Cross Falcon Shoal
Position off Steeple Light
Position Abeam Barrett Buoy

INWARDS TO MAIN WHARF

“A”
“D”
“E”
“F”

41° 23.89’ S 174° 49.47’ E
41° 19.56’ S 174° 51.16’ E
41° 17.00’ S 174° 51.46’ E
41° 16.31’ S 174° 50.53’ E

INWARDS TO BURNHAM WHARF

“A”
“D”
“E”
“F”
“N”
“S”
“U”

41° 23.89’ S 174° 49.47’ E
41° 19.56’ S 174° 51.16’ E
41° 17.00’ S 174° 51.46’ E
41° 16.31’ S 174° 50.53’ E
41° 16.44’ S 174° 48.85’ E
41° 18.50’ S 174° 48.50’ E
41° 18.70’ S 174° 48.69’ E

OUTWARDS FROM MAIN PORT

“G”
“H”
“I”
“J”
“K”

41° 16.54’ S 174° 49.57’ E
41° 17.22’ S 174° 50.82’ E
41° 18.26’ S 174° 51.11’ E
41° 19.70’ S 174° 51.04’ E
41° 21.22’ S 174° 50.41’ E

OUTWARDS FROM MAIN PORT CROSSING FALCON SHOAL

“G”
“X”
“J”
“K”

41° 16.54’ S 174° 49.57’ E
41° 17.00’ S 174° 50.41’ E
41° 19.70’ S 174° 51.04’ E
41° 21.22’ S 174° 50.41’ E

WHARF AND APPROACH POINTS

“P”
“Q”
“R”
“S”
“T”
“U”
“V”
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41° 16.78’ S 174° 47.42’ E
41° 16.50’ S 174° 48.05’ E
41° 15.50’ S 174° 53.90’ E
41° 18.50’ S 174° 48.50’ E
41° 16.00’ S 174° 53.72’ E
41° 18.70’ S 174° 48.69’ E
41° 18.00’ S 174° 48.69’ E

Position off TCW1
Head Office Anchorage
Position Seaview Wharf
Approach Position Burnham Wharf
Approach Position Seaview
Burnham Wharf
Centre Evans Bay
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PILOTAGE WAYPOINT CHART
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PILOTAGE PLANNING CHART
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